VANCARE®
We move body and mind

Preferred vendor for:

the green house project
Revolutionizing care to empower lives

VANCARE has been recognized as a leading manufacturer of ceiling and mobile floor lifts in the US for over 30 years. With our innovative products and exceptional commitment to service, Vancare is poised for continued growth. We are committed to providing America’s best technologies and services to the Safe Patient Handling professionals.
Features and Functions

The Vancare G-Series GP-450 system is the smallest and lightest portable patient lift on the market today, weighing only 6lbs. The anatomy of the GP-450, has an impressive set of all metal gears and state-of-the-art battery technology. The nickel metal hydride battery allows for triple the charge volume, permitting up to 55 lifts per charge—pending patient weight. In addition, the revolutionary trolley design allows for quick installation of the trolley into and out of the track, and can be integrated into any track system. The GP-450 can lift up to 450lbs, catering to a wide variety of patients. The hand control comprises of a seamless design, and magnetic attachments, allowing for easy cleaning and infection prevention.

The VanderTrack II P440 & P600 are another portable patient lift option. Use with standard 2-point foldout hooks or attach 4-point bars. These bars provide the most comfortable lift for heavy and sensitive patients. Onboard controls include up and down buttons as well as an emergency down button. A pneumatic two button hand control enables up and down functions without the risk of electrical wiring.

Dependability

When it comes to ceiling lift systems and advanced track systems, Vancare has you covered. Straight rails, curved track, and x-y gantry systems help you accomplish the lifting range of your project.

Tracks

For both fixed and portable ceiling lifts, the coverage of the room is defined by the track configuration. Options range from complete room coverage of an X-Y gantry system to single straight rail systems. Access to adjacent rooms can be gained by modifying of the door header and, in the case of an X-Y gantry system, with the use of a gate assembly. Straight track systems can be expanded in their capability by adding curved track and/or turntables. You can view various track configurations in the illustration on the back of this brochure.

Room to Room

Portable ceiling lifts can be moved from room to room and to different tracks. The unit can be easily connected and disconnected using a reacher arm. The motor unit acts as both motor and sling bar, from which the sling is suspended. With the correct attachments you may also take a patient from room to room under the doorway header.
Accessories

The difference between a good ceiling lift and a great ceiling lift is the accessories. Whether it is a specialty sling, Vanderclip’s or repositioning sheets, these accessories are what put the power of the motor into action. Here are some of the many choices available from Vancare.

Scale
A traditional digital scale is available for all of the fixed motor ceiling lift models. It has zero (tare) function and automatic recall of the last weight recorded.

Stretcher
The four point stretcher offers a built-in leveling device and adjustable leg and torso arms.

Ambulation
Many injuries to healthcare workers result from ambulation patients who are at risk of falling. This is especially common in rehab departments. A ceiling lift can be installed as a straight rail over parallel bars or and an X-Y gantry that gets multiple uses throughout the PT area or complete a cycle of options.

Slings
VANCARE slings comfortably accommodate the individual being transported, and are easy for the caregiver to use and clean. We offer a large selection of slings for all of our lifts, including slings capable of safely transferring people of most any weight. We also pride ourselves on listening to the end-user and if we don’t have a sling that works we WILL custom build a sling to fit the needs of any resident or staff.

Re-usables
Re-usable slings are what most healthcare facilities are using. Vancare offers a variety of styles and materials to fit everyday needs and specialty cases. Go online to vancare.com to see the full selection of styles and materials.

Disposable
While most manufactures have chosen to buy their disposables from China, Vancare manufactures theirs here in the U.S.A. Why? Quality! Your patient’s safety relies on the sling. Vancare refuses to put profitability before safety.
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Testimonials

“Vancare and Storm Medical were able to address and resolve safety concerns that we had regarding a previous vendor’s installation. When a life safety incident occurred they were able to come up with a solution that fit our needs.”

Steve and Christie
CEO and COO
Methodist Senior Services

“Vancare and Storm Medical work together to design an exact room setup and installation to fit our needs when a typical setup and installation is not what is needed.”

Steven
Director of Project Management and Construction
Southern Administrative Services